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• The Quetelet Index, generally known as the BMI (Body Mass Index), is a basic weight-for-

height index that is commonly used to identify humans as underweight, normal-weight,

overweight or obese.

• The purpose of this study is to compare the performance of four machine learning

algorithms for predicting the classification of quetelet index among adolescents and young

adults via data obtained from a survey administered to 150 adolescents across several

departments in a university community in Africa.
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Problem, Data, Objectives
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 We are surrounded by huge amounts of large-scale high dimensional
Data (Li and Liu et al., 2016).  It is therefore desirable to reduce the dimensionality of data for many 
learning tasks due to the curse of dimensionality. Feature selection has shown
its effectiveness in many applications by building simpler and more comprehensive model, improving 
learning performance, and preparing clean, understandable data. This is the problem this project is set to 
solve, particularly with respect to feature selection involving attributes associated with the classification of 
BMI using the Boruta algorithm before determining the best machine learning algorithm suitable for the 
classification of BMI. 
 The aim of this project is to comparatively explore the performance of four (4) machine learning 

algorithms for  the classification of quetelet index.
Specific objectives of this study are to:
(i) Determine the most important variables for predicting/classifying BMI using the Boruta algorithm.
(iii)Compare the performance of four (4) machine learning algorithms on BMI classification.



Methods
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 The implementation of the ML algorithms and 
feature selection methods were carried out using 
the R software. 

 The practical was carried out using feature 
selection preceding the applications of 4 ML 
classifiers.), the BMI dataset was subjected to 
feature selection in order to remove the 
redundant and non-relevant features.

 The resulting dataset was then divided into 
training/test subsets in the usual ratio of 70/30 
percent. Several classification experiments were 
conducted and the results were compared for the 
scenario.



Results and Conclusions
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Thus, from the results obtained, we

concluded that:

 The Linear Discriminant Analysis

appeared to be the best ML algorithm.

 Females are more obese and overweight

than Males.

 Feature selection is able to improve BMI

predictions when the right features are

selected e.g. weight, height, family size,

gender and level.

 Majority of the respondents are slightly

aware of what BMI is all about.

Awareness

Frequen

cy Percent

Not

Aware
66 44.0

Slightly

Aware
43 28.7

Aware 21 14.0

Highly

Aware
20 13.3

Total 150 100.0


